
THINGS TO DO TOGETHER

Learning with social stories
Consequences and choices

Here is a real-life story:
‘Someone I did not know sent me this: 
‘Why did you do this to me?’ and then hacked  
into my account and sent a message to my friend 
saying: ‘I’m not your friend anymore.’

• What do you think you could do if this
happened to you?

• Tell your friends it was not you and
explain what happened

• Block the person who did thi s

• Take care when the app is open – do not
leave your phone around unlocked

• Have a strong password and change it often

Some situations make you feel angry or sad 
and it is difficult to decide what to do.

You might want to map out what your choices are and what might happen if you take each choice 
before you decide. Here are three situations you can try out:

Real-life stories to discuss 
together (to use with the  
‘What would you do if? ...’ 
scenario cards)

• Some people are not
always kind

• Some even try to upset
or hurt other people

Somebody has sent me a message with threats saying they will punch me 
and make sure nobody is my friend anymore. What should I do?

Choice & 
consequences

CHOOSE

I could get so  
angry I hit him

I could block him and 
keep the message to 

show my teacher

But then we might hurt each 
other and I'd get into trouble

My teacher might sort it out and ask  
my friends to look after me while  

she talks to him

Maybe we could be friends again  
in the end if he said sorry?
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https://www.internetmatters.org/connecting-safely-online/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/06/IM-CSO-What-If-Cards.pdf


I am online and I am watching a video. When it ends a new one starts and it 
seems frightening and violent. Someone is being cruel to an animal. It looked like 

a young person’s video, but it is making me feel upset.

Choice &  
consequences

CHOOSE

I could watch 
more of it

I could walk away from 
the screen and tell a 

trusted adult

But then I could feel very  
upset or frightened and  
even have nightmares

We could close it down and report it.

Later I could listen to my music or play a 
game I enjoy to calm down and get this out 

of my head.

Someone is cyberbullying me. They send messages every day making fun of me or they take a 
photo of me in the playground and share it around making me look stupid. It is making my friends 

not want to be with me and I feel scared and stupid. I don’t know what to do.

Choice &  
consequences

CHOOSE

I could fight back with 
cruel messages

I could save these messages 
 and show them to a teacher  

or parent/carer

But then I could get into  
trouble myself or the bullying 

could get worse

We could report this person on the social media 
they are using and my teacher could say that she 
has seen the horrible messages sent to me. She 

could dicsuss cyberbullying in class. We might have 
mediation to try and sort it out. They could say 
sorry and we might be able to be friends. Even if  

we are not friends I could be OK.
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